By molecular dynamic simulations we study a system of particles interacting through a continuous isotropic pairwise core-softened potential consisting of a repulsive shoulder and an attractive well. The model displays a phase diagram with three fluid phases, a gas-liquid critical point, a liquid-liquid critical point, and anomalies in density, diffusion and structure. The hierarchy of the anomalies is the same as for water. Here we study in a systematic way the effect on the anomalies of varying the softness of the potential. We find that, making the soft-core steeper and more penetrable, the regions of density and diffusion anomalies contract in the T − ρ plane, while the region of structural anomaly is weakly affected. Therefore, a liquid can have anomalous structural behavior without having density or diffusion anomalies. We show that, by considering as effective distances those corresponding to the maxima of the first two peaks of the radial distribution function g(r) in the high-density liquid, we can generalize to continuous two-scales potentials a criterion for the occurrence of the anomalies of density and diffusion, originally proposed for discontinuous potentials. However, we observe that the knowledge of the structural behavior within the first two coordination shells of the liquid is not enough to establish, in general, the occurrence of the anomalies. By introducing the density derivative of the the cumulative order integral of the excess entropy, measuring shell by shell the amount of order in the liquid, we show that the anomalous behavior is regulated by the structural order at distances as large as the fourth coordination shell. By comparing the results for different softness of the potential, we conclude that the disappearing of the density and diffusion anomalies for the steeper potentials is due to a more structured short-range order. All these results increase our understanding on how, knowing the interaction potential, we can evaluate the possible presence of anomalies for a liquid.
I. INTRODUCTION
Several liquids exhibit anomalous behaviours, i.e. behaviours that differ from what is expected for normal liquids such as argon. Water is the most common example of such systems. For example, while normal liquids contract when they are cooled, water expands under T = 4 o C at ambient pressure 1 .
However, water is not unique in this respect. The anomlaous behavior in density, in fact, has been observed also in experimets for Bi 2 , Ga 2 , T e 3 , S 4,5 , Ge 15 T e 85 6 and simulations for silica [7] [8] [9] [10] , silicon 11 and BeF 2 7 . All these systems, including water, present a temperature of maximum density (TMD) below which density decreases when temperature is lowered at constant pressure.
Nevertheless, liquid water is anomalous also in other properties; for example, in its dynamics and its structure. While the diffuson coefficient D of a normal liquid decreases as density or pressure are increased, water is characterized by a region of the phase diagram where D increases when the pressure is increased. Experiments show that the normal behaviour is restored at pressures higher than P ≈ 1.1 kbar at 283K 1 .
Regarding the structure, normal liquids tend to become more structurated when compressed. This can be quantified by two order parameters: a translational order parameter t, quantifying the tendency of pairs of molecules to adopt preferential separations, and an orientational order parameter Q l that measures the tendency of a molecule and its nearest neigbhours to assume a specific local arrangement, as considered by Steinhardt et al. 12 . For a normal liquid t and Q l increase with pressure. Water, instead, shows a region where the structural order parameters decrease for increasing pressure or density at constant T , i.e.
the system becomes more disordered, as shown by Errington and Debendetti with molecular dynamics simualtions 13 . Also simualtions for a model of silica display similar anomalies, as shown by Shell et al. 9 .
The sequence of the anomalies in water is well determined in experiments 1 and simulations 13 . For the T − ρ phase diagram the water structural anomaly region is encompassing the diffusion anomaly region which includes the density anomaly region.
Despite the fact that these anomalies can be found also in other liquids the sequence of anomalies may be different or may be the same. It is different, for example, for silica where the anomalous difussion region contains the structural anomaly regions that, in turn, includes the density anomaly region 9 . The sequence of anomalies is, instead, the same for several isotropic models 14 .
Isotropic models are systems of identical particles interacting through a central potential.
It has been shown that isotropic potentials with a repulsive soft-core, either a ramp or a shoulder, have anomalies that resemble those of water .
Here we consider one of these potentials showing anomalies: the Continous Shoudered
Well potential (CSW), introduced in 44 and studied in detail in 14 . This model can be considered as the continuous version of the Discontinuous Shouldered Well potential (DSW) studied in [40] [41] [42] [43] . The two potentials have been shown to share the same qualitative phase diagram, with a liquid-iquid critical point in the supercooled liquid phase. However, while the CSW has anomalies, the DSW has not. The aim of the present study is to understand the origin of this difference. In particular, we tune the CSW potential in such a way to approximate, at least around the repulsive shoulder, the DSW, changing in this way the softness of the potential. Our results show that the continuous tuning of the CSW induces a continuous change on the regions of density and diffusion anomaly, but not a relevant effect on the structural anomaly region. When the CSW approches the limit of the DSW, the regions of density and diffusion anomaly shrink as they would disappear.
The paper is organized as follows. We present the model in Sec. 2 and give details about the simulations in Sec 3. In Sec 4 we present our results about the phase diagram, and in Sec 5 our results about the anomalies, first with a criteria based on the excess entropy and then with a direct calculation. In Sec 6 we discuss the results, we generalize some proposed criteria and we study the effect of the long-range order. In Sec 7 we give our conclusions.
II. THE MODEL
We study the CSW model 44 consisting of a set of identical particles interacting through the isotropic pairwise potential given by
where a is the diameter of the particles, R A and R R are the distance of the attractive minimum and the repulsive radius, respectivelly, U A and U R are the energies of the attractive well and the repulsive shoulder, respectivelly, δ
2
A is the variance of the Gaussian centered in By increasing the values of ∆ the CSW potential tends to DSW around R R .
R A , and ∆ is the parameter which controls the slope between the shoulder and the well at R R (Fig. 1) . Varying the parameters the potential can be tuned from a repulsive shoulder to a deep double well. In particular, by increasing ∆ the soft-core repulsion becomes more penetrable near the minimum of the attractive well, and the softness of the potential increases for r > R R and decreases for r < R R .
The set of values chosen for our analysis are as in 14, 44 , U R /U A = 2, R R /a = 1.6, R A /a = 2, (δ A /a) 2 = 0.1, while we tune ∆. In order to reduce the computational effort, we establish a cuttoff for U(r) at r c /a = 3, because U(r) → 0 for r/a > 3 for all the considered values of ∆. In particular, we consider the values ∆ = 15, 30, 100, 300, 500 ( Fig. 1 ) going from the case ∆ = 15 studied in Ref. 44 , 14 to slopes that aproach the infinite value of DSW.
For ∆ = 15 this model is known to present anomalies in density, diffusion and structure 14, 44 . Its phase diagram displays a liquid-gas phase transition and a liquid-liquid phase transition, both ending in critical points 14, 44 .
III. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS
For every chosen value of ∆ we simulate the behaviour of the system governed by the CSW potential using standard molecular dynamics techniques 45 . We perform simulations in the NVT ensemble for N = 1372 particles interacting in a cubic box of volume V with periodic boundary conditions at temperature T . We use the Allen thermostat keeping T constant by reescaling the velocities of the particles at each time step by a factor (T /T ) 1 2 , where T is the instantaneous kinetic temperature and T the fixed temperature of the thermal bath 46 . We integrate the equations of motion using velocity Verlet integrator 46 . By fixing ρ and T , we calculate the pressure in terms of the second virial coefficient 46 . All calculations are presented in dimensionless reduced units in terms of the particle diameter and the depth of the attractive well:
where D is the diffusion coefficient.
We use a simulation time step δt * = 3.2 × 10 −3 defined in units of (a 2 m/U A ) 1/2 (of the order of ≈ 1.7 × 10 −12 s for water-like molecules and ≈ 2.1 × 10 −12 s for argon-like atoms).
Simulations are equilibrated after 10 4 time steps, followed by 10 6 time steps during which thermodynamic quantities are computed every 100 time steps. Positions and velocities are stored every 1000 time steps for the calculations of structure and dynamic quantities. For each value of ρ * and T * we average over two runs, starting from independent configurations.
Near the liquid-liquid critical point (described in the next section) we observe that the liquid phase is metastable with respect to the crystal phase. The nucleation of the crystal is marked by a subsequent drop in the potential energey 41 . The lifetime of the metastable phase is defined as the time between the end of the equilibration and the energy drop.
IV. THE PHASE DIAGRAM
First we verify that our simulations reproduce the known phase diagram for the model with ∆ = 15 14, 44 . Next, we calculate the phase diagram for the other considered values of ∆, finding always the same qualitative behaviour (Fig.2) . In particular, we find two regions with coexisting fluid phases: (i) gas and liquid at low ρ * , (ii) low density liquid (LDL) and high density liquid (HDL) at higher ρ * . The two coexistence regions end in critical points:
C 1 for gas-liquid coexistence, C 2 for LDL-HDL coexistence (Table I) phase is metastable with respect to the crystal, but with a lifetime long enough to allow us to equilibrate the liquid around C 2 . For ∆ ≥ 100 the HDL lifetime is too short to equilibrate the liquid around C 2 and we extrapolate the location of C 2 from higher T * isotherms.
As ∆ is increased both C 1 and C 2 tend to the corresponding values for the DSW potential.
This result is consistent with the idea that the DSW can be seen as a limiting case of the familly of CSW potentials studied here. However, temperature and pressure of the LDL-HDL critical point for ∆ = 500 are still far from the values for the DSW potential.
V. HIERARCHY OF THE ANOMALIES FOR DIFFERENT ∆
Barros de Oliveira et al. 14 show that the CSW potential has anomalies in density, diffusion and structure. Furthermore, they found a hierarchy of the anomalies as reported for other two-scale potentials and for the SPC/E water. Here we study in a systematic way how these .
anomalies depend on the parameter ∆ of the CSW potential. In Fig. 3 we summarize all our results. In the next subsections we discuss the details of Fig. 3 .
A. Excess entropy
As a starting point for the exploration of the anomalous regions of the potential and in order to predict whether a given anomaly will appear, we perform an analysis of the excess entropy. The excess entropy s ex is defined as the difference between the entropy s of a real fluid at a given T and ρ and the entropy of an ideal gas s ig under the same conditions, fluids the excess entropy is always decreasing when density increases isothermically 49 .
The evaluation of the excess entropy migth be computationally expensive. However, it can be aproximated directly by the two-body contribution term
which depends only on the radial distribution function and represents the dominant contribution to the excess entropy [48] [49] [50] [51] (between 85% and 95% of s ex for a Lennard-Jones fluid 51, 52 ).
Since the integrand of Eq.(2) goes to zero for large r, i.e. where g(r) goes to 1, we calculate s 2 up to a cutoff given by half the simulation-box size, distance at which we check that g(r) ≈ 1 within the range of T and ρ considered in this work. From Eq.(2) we define and calculate Σ 2 ≡ (∂s 2 /∂ ln ρ) T . We observe that the predicted regions of anomalies get narrow as the slope ∆ increases (Fig. 4) .
Since s 2 < s ex , then it is always Σ ex < Σ 2 . Therefore, the criteria Σ 2 > 1, Σ 2 > 0.42 and Σ 2 > 0 overestimate the regions of density, diffusion and structural anomalies, respectivelly, with about 30% uncertainty, according to Rosenfeld 48 . As we will discuss in Section VI, we observe that the anomalous regions predicted in Fig. 4 are indeed an overstimate of the one we find as a result of the detailed analysis presented in the next sections. Nevertherless, the approximate criteria based on Σ 2 give a preliminary idea of where the anomaly occur.
B. The density anomaly
For all the considered values of ∆, we find a temperature of minimum pressure along the isochores near the LDL-HDL critical point C 2 (Fig. 5 ). These temperatures correspond to the TMD line at constant P . We find that the anomalous region where ρ decreases for decreasing T shrinks for increasing ∆ and possibly tends to collapse onto one single point T * and high P * ). The points where isochores cross correspond to the gas-liquid and LDL-HDL critical points (C 1 and C 2 , respectivelly). The black dashed line is a guide for the eye estimating the TMD line, correspondig to the line of minima along the isochores.
C. Diffusion anomaly
For the family of potentials given by Eq. (1) with the considered values of ∆ we find an anomalous-diffusion region, i.e. a region (ρ Dmin < ρ < ρ Dmax ) where D increases with increasing density at constant T (Fig. 6 ). The diffusion coeficient is calculated from the mean square displacement of a single particle 
where t o is any time at equilibrium and the average is over the initial t o and over the particles in the system, taking the long-time limit
where d = 3 is the dimension of the system. We find that as in the case of the density anomaly, the region of diffusion anomaly contracts as ∆ increases. We find that the diffusion anomaly region always encompasses the TMD line between ρ Dmin and ρ Dmax (Fig. 3) .
D. Structural anomaly
The structural behaviour of the system is studied by calculating the translational order parameter t and the orientational order parameter Q 6 defined in the following. The translational order parameter is defined as we integrate up to a cuttoff distance ξ c . As the parameter t depends only on the deviations of g(ξ) from unity, its value is sensible to long range periodicities. For an ideal gas g(ξ)
is constant and equal to 1 and there is no translational order (t = 0). For a crystal phase g(ξ) = 1 for long distances and t becomes large. While normal fluids show a monotonic increase of t with increasing density, for the CSW potential t increases for ρ < ρ tmax , and reaches a maximum at ρ tmax . Above ρ tmax , for increasing ρ, t decreases until it reaches a minimum at ρ t min . For ρ > ρ t min , t recovers the normal behaviour (Fig. 7) .
The local orientational order for a particle i and an index l is defined as
where k is a fixed number of nearest neighbour particles and (Ȳ Legendre Polynomials P l obtaining
where γ i jh is the angle formed by the vectors r ij and r ih . A global order parameter is obtained by averaging the local order Q i l over all particles
We study the case l = 6 and k = 12 as in Ref. 54 . For l = 6 the sixth order Legendre Polynomial is given by P 6 (x) = 1 16
For an isotropic homogeneous system, Q 6 reaches its minimum value Q ih 6 = 1/ √ k = 0.287 (k = 12), while for a fully ordered f.c.c arrangement Q fcc 6 = 0.574. The normal beahviour of Q 6 for a fluid without anomalies is to increase monotonically when ρ * increases at constant T * , or when T * decreases at constant ρ * . Q 6 decreases to the value Q ih 6 at high T * . For the CSW potential, Q 6 has a non-monotonic behaviour along the isotherms with a maximum at ρ Qmax (Fig. 8) .
The density ρ Qmax for each isotherm lies between ρ tmax and ρ t min . In the area between ρ Qmax and ρ t min both order parameters decrease for increasing ρ, hence the liquid gets more disordered with increasing density. This behaviour defines the structural anomaly region
By increasing the value of ∆ we find that the region of structural anomaly does not contract, but tends assimptotically to a fixed region in the T * − ρ * plane (Fig. 3 ). This weak dependence on ∆ suggests that the occurrence of the structural anomaly does not disappear for very steep soft-core potentials. This prediction is consistent with the s 2 calculations that allow de Oliveira et al. 14 to argue that the structural anomaly should be observable also for the DSW potential, here considered as the limit of the CSW for ∆ → ∞.
VI. DISCUSSION
To get more insight into the origin of the anomalies, we study the relation between the changes of the coordination shells of the radial distribution function g(r) and the appearence of the anomalies. First, we perform a systematic study of the first two peaks of g(r). For example, for ∆ = 30 we find that at densities within the LDL phase (Fig. 9a ) the distribution of particles of the first peak is maximum at r 1 /a ≃ 1.05, next to the hard-core. For the second peak, the distribution is maximum at r 2 /a ≃ 1.95, at about the minimum of the atractive well. At densities within the HDL phase many particles overcome the shoulder approaching the hard-core. For ρ * = 0.25 ( Fig. 9b) the maximum of the first peak increases without changing its position, at r 1 /a ≃ 1.05, while the distribution of the second peak is slightly flattened with a maximum around r/a ≃ 1.75. This change by increasing density shows that particles in the attractive well of the potential accumulate close to the soft-core distance, giving rise to an asymetric distribution of particles around the minimum of the attractive well.
For the highest ∆ considered here, ∆ = 500, we find a similar result at the LDL density (Fig. 9c) , but at the density ρ * = 0.25 ( Fig. 9d) , approaching the LDL-HDL critical point, the distribution of particles at the second peak 57 displays a flat region in the range 1.7 ≤ r/a ≤ 2.0 and a maximum around the soft-core distance at R R /a = 1.6. This is consistent with the fact that for ∆ = 500 the potential has a more penetrable soft-core for r/a > 1.6
with respect to the case ∆ = 30. As a consequence, the effective soft-core distance for the potential with ∆ = 500 is smaller than that for the potential with ∆ = 30. Hence, to generalize the Yan's criterion to cases in which the effective soft-core distance changes with density or ∆, as in the present case, we adopt as characteristic length-scales the maxima of the first two peaks of the g(r) within the HDL phase and define the ratio λ(∆) ≡ r 1 (ρ)/r 2 (ρ)| ρ HDL at a temperature below, or at about, the LDL-HDL critical point.
The ratio λ is larger for more penetrable potentials, i. e. for larger ∆ in the case of the CSW potential.
With this generalized definition, we conclude that the empirical criterion proposed by Yan et al. 58 is valid also for all the cases considered in our work. For the cases in Fig. 9 it is, for example, λ(∆ = 30) = 0.55 < λ(∆ = 500) ≃ 0.66, where the approximation symbol is used because for ∆ = 500 we can evaluate λ only at densities approaching ρ HDL (T ). 57 We observe that by increasing λ the regions in the plane (T − ρ) where the density and diffusion anomalies occur reduce in a sensible way, while the region of structural anomalies is almost unaffected by the change of λ (Fig. 3 ).
The considerations above are possibly consistent with the idea that the structure within the first two coordination shells is controlling the occurrence of the anomalies. In the following we will show that this concept is not leading to any general criterion for the occurrence of the anomalies and that the anomalies are, instead, regulated by the structure at a larger scale.
To this goal, we test an idea proposed in Ref. 59 suggesting that a necessary condition for the appearence of the anomalies is a transference of particles from the second shell of the fluid to the first shell under isothermal compression. According to this criterion all the anomalies appear for the range of ρ and T where
i. e. Eq. (9) is a necessary condition. On the other hand, if Π 1,2 ≥ 0, no anomalies should be observed, i. e. the condition in Eq. (9) is also sufficient.
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To study the implications of Eq. (9), we analyse the behaviour of the CSW g(r) upon isotermal compression ( Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 ). For all the considered values of ∆ and ρ * we find that it is always Π 1,2 < 0, even for T and ρ outside the regions of the anomalies.
Therefore, the condition in Eq. (9) could be necessary, but not sufficient, for the appearance of the anomalies. This observation is consistent with the result for the DSW potential, where Eq. (9) is satisfied (see Fig. 17 in Ref. 41 ) but no density anomaly is observed 40-43 .
To understand better why Eq. (9) is not a sufficient condition for the anomalies, we study how Π 1,2 changes with ρ and T (Fig. 12) . For each T , we find that Π 1,2 (ρ) is not monotonic, consistent with the fact that Π 1,2 (ρ) is expected to be negative around the anomaly regions and to be positive at smaller and larger ρ. We observe that Π 1,2 (ρ) reaches a lower minimum for lower T , i. e. Π 1,2 is more negative where the anomalies are stronger. However, away from its minimum Π 1,2 (T ) is not a monotonic function of T at constant ρ. Moreover, we find , i. e. g(r 1 ), always increases for increasing ρ * , but has a more gradual increase at higher T .
(d) The height of the second peak of g(r), i. e. g(r 2 ), always decreases for increasing ρ * with a weak dependence on T .
that Π 1,2 (ρ) is not symmetric with respect to the center of the anomalous regions. Instead, Π 1,2 reaches its minimum close to the maximum density with diffusion anomaly (Fig. 12) .
We also observe that for Π 1,2 there is no clear threshold below which an anomaly appears, contrary to the case of Σ 2 derived from the excess entropy. All these observations suggest that there is no condition on Π 1,2 that is sufficient for the occurrence of the anomalies. More generally, these results suggest also that the onset of the anomalies is related not only to the behavior of the first and second coordination shell of the g(r), but also to the behavior of the higher coordination shells, as recently observed by Krekelberg et al. for other models of anomalous liquids, including water 60 .
To better understand the relevance of the outer shells, following Ref. 60 we perform an analysis of the excess entropy shell by shell, but instead of calculating only the cumulative order integral, as in Ref. 60 ,
here we consider also its derivative
where s 2 (r) → s 2 and Σ 2 (r) → Σ 2 for r → ∞. Our analysis shows that Σ 2 (r) presents many oscillations within each coordination shell (Fig. 13, Fig. 14) . In several cases different shells contribute with a different sign to the total Σ 2 and in some cases the relevant contribution to the large-r value of Σ 2 (r) comes from the third or higher coordinations shell. For example, in the case with ∆ = 30 we observe that at low density (Fig. 13a ,c for T * = 0.5 and 0.7, respectively) the major contribution to the structural anomaly comes from the first and the second shell, although for ρ * = 0.17 at T * = 0.7 ( Fig. 13c ) it is only after the forth shell that Σ 2 (r) stops to oscillate around the threshold for the structural anolmaly. On the other hand, the relevance of the third and higher coordination shells is very evident at higher density (Fig. 13b,d) , where the sign of Σ 2 (r) changes in some cases within the third shell (ρ * = 0.24 at T * = 0.5, ρ * = 0.23 and ρ * = 24 at T * = 0.7).
Also for the diffusion and the density anomaly, the relevance of the outer shells is evident, especially at high ρ. For example, in Fig. 13b there are several cases where the thresholds for diffusion and density anomaly are reached only within the third shell. While in the majority of cases Σ 2 (r) saturates within the first fifth shells, we observe also cases where the sixth and possibly higher coordination shells are relevant for the final value of Σ 2 , e. g.
for ρ * = 0.24 and ρ * = 0.25 at T * = 0.5 ( Fig. 13b ) with respect to the empirical thresholds for the density anomaly and the diffusion anomaly, respectively. Therefore, in general is not possible to establish the occurrence of the anomalies on the base of the local structure (first and second shell), but it is necessary the structural information at much larger scale (forth and outer shells).
From Fig. 13c,d we observe that the empirical thresholds for diffusion anomaly and density anomaly fail to predict correctly the absence of these anomalies at T * = 0.7. The comparison with Fig. 3b , indeed, shows that these anolmalies are not found at T * = 0.7, while the calculation of Σ 2 (r), over more than two coordination shells, would predict the occurrence of the diffusion anomaly for 0.17 < ρ * < 0.23 and of the density anomaly for 0.18 < ρ * < 0.22
( Fig. 13c,d ). Nevertheless, note that the scale in Fig. 13c,d is 40% smaller than in Fig. 13a,b and Σ 2 (r) never exceeds 1.5.
The same analysis for ∆ = 500 presents even more striking oscillations of Σ 2 (r) within the first two coordination shells (Fig. 14) . This is, for example, evident for for ρ * = 0.19
and T * = 0.7 ( Fig. 14c ) at r/a = 1.5, where the sudden change of slope of the penetrable soft-core gives rise to a large negative contribution to Σ 2 (r). However, the contribution of the outer shells leads to positive Σ 2 . At the same T * and higher ρ * , similar discontinuities at r/a = 1.5 lead to negative Σ 2 , as for ρ * = 0.25 (Fig. 14d) . A remarkably large positive contribution to Σ 2 at r/a = 1.5 is observed at T * = 0.5 and ρ * = 0.23 ( Fig. 14b ), in correspondence to the limit of the region of structural anomaly (Fig. 3d) . However, also in this case the contribution coming from the outer shells is comparable to that coming from the second shell.
For ∆ = 500 the system displays structural anomaly at any T , but diffusion and density anomalies are present only below T * = 0.5 (Fig. 3d) . Nevertheless, from Fig. 14 we observe that the empirical thresholds of Σ 2 for diffusion and density anomalies fail at any T , as seen for ∆ = 30 ( Fig. 13 ) at higher T only. Also for ∆ = 500 the higher the T the lower the saturation value of Σ 2 (r), as for ∆ = 30.
Finally, we observe that in all the cases we have analyzed, when Σ 2 (r) saturates to a value lower than 2.5, both diffusion and density anomalies are not observed. The only possible exception is observed for ∆ = 500 at T * = 0.5 and ρ * = 0.20 ( Fig. 14a) , where Σ 2 = 4.
However, this state point is at the border of the region where both diffusion and density are anomalous (Fig. 3d) . in Fig. 11a ,b.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We perform a systematic analysis of the soft-core CSW potential 44 in Eq. (1) by varying the slope ∆ of the repulsive shoulder. We consider values from ∆ = 15 (smooth and less penetrable at large distance) 14 to ∆ = 500 (almost discontinuous and more penetrable at large distance), we calculate their phase diagrams and the occurrence of the anomalies, and we compare with the results for the discountinuous (DSW) version of the potential 40 .
All the phase diagrams for different values of ∆ display at low density the gas-liquid first order phase transition, ending in a critical point C 1 , and at higher density the LDL-HDL first order phase transition, ending in a critical point C 2 . By increasing ∆, both critical points aproach the values of the two critical points for the DSW potential (Table I) . In this sense, the DSW can be considered as a limiting case of the CSW potential.
For any ∆ we observe the occurrence of the density anomaly, diffusion anomaly, and structural anomaly with the same hierarchy as for water 1, 13 , i. e. the density anomaly occurrs in the inner region and the structural anomaly in the most external region. The difusion anomaly region always includes the density anomaly region, being the two regions only slightly separated, with decreasing separation for decreasing ρ and increasing ∆ (Fig. 3 ).
The region of structural anomaly is always present and almost independent of the value of ∆. It slightly contracts toward a limiting finite region for increasing ∆. On the other hand, the regions of diffusion and density anomalies narrow for increasing ∆. A similar behavior has been found recently for purely repulsive soft-core potentials 61 . Our finding gives a rationale for the absence of density anomaly for the DSW potential 40-43 , here seen as the limit of the CSW for ∆ → ∞.
We find that the excess entropy analysis gives an approximate estimate of the anomalous regions. However, comparison with Ref.
14 shows that the behaviour of Σ 2 for the DSW potential is still far from what we obtain for ∆ = 500, consistent with a slow convergence of the CSW toward the DSW potential when ∆ is increased.
We tested some ideas recently suggested as possible explanations for the anomalous behavior of other soft-core potentials. First, we generalized to our CSW potential the Yan et al. 58 criterion for the occurence of the diffusion and density anomalies in ramp-like potentials with two characteristic length-scales. To this goal we propose to use as effective length-scales the distances of maxima of the first and second peak of g(r) within the HDL phase. While Yan et al. criterion does not apply to our CSW potentials, our generalized criterion is consistent with our data for different values of ∆ and is possibly valid for other continuous potentials with competing length-scales.
Next, we observe that the condition in Eq. (9) proposed by de Oliveira et al. 59 is not enough to mark the occurence of the anomalies. This condition relies on the structural changes of the first and second coordination shell, while from our calculations we conclude that the occurrence of anomalies is related to long range structural changes. To show this result we consider the derivative Σ 2 (r), Eq. (11), of the cumulative order integral introduced by Krekelberg et al. 60 . The study of Σ 2 (r) shows that the anomalous behavior of the potential is dominated at high ρ and low T by the structural changes up to the fourth coordination shell, and possibly by even outer shells. We observe that by increasing ∆ (more penetrable and sharp soft-core) the contribution to Σ 2 from the first and second shell becomes more relevant. We conclude that the gradual disappearing of the anomalies for large ∆ is regulated by the appearence of a more structured short-range order (first and second coordination shell) that dominates over the effect of the larger-range structure.
